Already well chronicled through histories of labor, regulation, and fashion, the New York City Garment District remained, until recently, unexamined on the aspects of its physical fabricits architecture, builders, and architects, and the financial and social forces behind its development. Enter Andrew Dolkart with his article "The Fabric of New York City's Garment District," in which he recounts the evolution of this industrial geography and its unique contributing factors: new building codes resulting from the 1911 Triangle Shirtwaist Company fire, inexpensive real estate along the blocks west of Seventh Avenue, new subway lines to the area, and, most importantly, a "Save New York" propaganda campaign started by luxury storeowners that forcibly drove garment manufacturers away from the Fifth Avenue shopping district and produced an entirely new built environment.
Dolkart is an established expert on the built environment of New York. A continuous presence in historic preservation of the city for over thirty years, he is somewhat of a landmark himself in the field of "reading" buildings. His current project seeks to increase awareness and appreciation of the Garment District's little-known effect on the physical design of New York City. As a historian, one hopes that pioneering efforts such as his will spark discussion about the unfortunate fact that not one building in the district has garnered National Historic Landmark designation, despite the architectural, historical, and social significance of these structures.
In this article, he demonstrates clear causation for the physical appearance of the blocks and the buildings, but we crave more interpretation from him on the meaning of these forms. For instance, it is unclear what differentiates these spaces from their equivalents elsewhere. Comparison with concurrent industrial structures would have been worthwhile, establishing context and rationale for the claim that the New York structures were unique. For example: How did garment-manufacturing buildings in other cities manifest new construction codes? How did buildings for other industrial categories within New York reflect those same codes? Why was steel-frame construction the best choice for building (versus concrete or masonry)?
Some of Dolkart's most compelling work (check out his excellent walking tours of Manhattan and Brooklyn along with his lectures at the Tenement Museum; recordings available online) is that which seeks to distinguish original elements from their modern-day adaptations. In that vein, an encore article on the tragic legacy of the Garment District would be most welcome from Dolkart, exploring how its days as the capital of textile manufacturing are largely over, and how a second transformation saw many of the old factories converted into condominiums and retail shops. Having initiated the important conversation about an industrial area whose historic significance supremely exceeds its modest geographic scale, Dolkart offers hope to historians of vernacular architecture that we may expand our conversation of the Garment District beyond labor and now, finally, talk about space.
Mia Ritzenberg MS/PhD student, University of California at Berkeley response to letter to the editor I thank Mia Ritzenberg for her flattering remarks about my past work and will attempt to respond to some of her comments. My intent in the "Fabric of New York City's Garment District" letter to the editors xi Letter to the editors | was to analyze the high-rise loft building type that was erected for New York City's ladies garment industry; there was no intent to create a comprehensive history of American garment factories. The density of construction of loft buildings in New York City's Seventh Avenue Garment District form the largest concentration of skyscraper industrial buildings in the world. The high-rise factory and showroom buildings of the Garment District are unlike industrial buildings erected for garment manufacture in other American cities. Factories such as the men's-wear complexes in Rochester and Chicago may be significant for many reasons, but they reflect more general trends in American industrial design of the early decades of the twentieth century and are not the unique high-rise form found in New York City.
The issues of building structure and engineering are, of course, important concerns. Why was steel chosen, Ritzenberg asks, "versus concrete or masonry"? Since these are high-rise buildings, masonry was, of course, out of the question, as it would not have permitted buildings of the height that developers sought. Why concrete was not chosen is more interesting. First, New York is a steel city. Despite the fact that New York pioneered in the construction of reinforced-concrete factories, especially along the Brooklyn waterfront, in the early years of the twentieth century, steel was the dominant structural material in New York. Concrete was still used for factories in the 1920s, but primarily for those that were of a lower height and did not need setbacks. The setbacks required by the 1916 Zoning Resolution were the crucial determinant. Setbacks were always smaller than a single structural bay, thus requiring additional vertical supports. Meeting the setback requirements in concrete would have been difficult, expensive, and would have entailed the use of large structural members that would have eaten up valuable floor space. Since I am not an engineering historian, I have asked engineer and historian Donald Friedman for his explanation for this. According to Friedman, "Setbacks that are less than a full structural bay require column transfers, which are always easier in steel than in concrete because steel is (1) so much stronger and (2) even more proportionally strong for shear. So, in an industrial (or industrial-ish) building where floor area is being maximized, steel was and is easier to use if the building has to have setbacks."
Ritzenberg brings up one important issue that was not adequately discussed in the article. The garment factory buildings are a direct reflection of the requirements of the 1916 Zoning Resolution. While garment manufacturing was the dominant industry in Manhattan, it was not the only industry. Manhattan, in the 1920s, was, for example, also a major printing center. Loft buildings erected specifically for printing or other industries or even for no particular industry take the same form as those erected for the garment industry. What is significant about the garment industry lofts, however, is their concentration in a relatively small area, thus creating a unique industrial skyscraper complex.
Sadly, garment manufacturing, like so much other industrial production in America, has declined dramatically. However, there is still some manufacturing in these loft buildings and there have been recent efforts at saving what survives and guaranteeing that some of the loft buildings in the historic Garment District will continue to serve these industrial users. Many garment buildings have, indeed, been converted for other uses, but few into the condominiums and retail shops that Ritzenberg cites (with the exception of the ground-floor retail that has always been part of these buildings), as the zoning does not permit residential conversions. Most conversions have been for office use (many still housing the offices and showrooms of garment companies) and, more recently, for hotels. I leave it to future historians to analyze the impact that these conversions have had on the built fabric of the district.
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